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ABSTRACT

A sensitivity study is performed with the CHIMERE-DUST chemistry transport model in order to eval-

uate the modeled mineral dust spread due to the horizontal transport scheme accuracy. Three different

schemes are implemented in the model: the simple first-order UPWIND scheme, the second-order Van Leer

scheme, and the third-order parabolic piecewise method (PPM) scheme. The results showed that a large part

of the uncertainty in dust modeling may be due to the transport scheme only. Compared to the PPM scheme,

it is shown that, over a large domain encompassing western Africa and the North Atlantic, a significant

increase in the dust plume extension is locally diagnosed (125% with Van Leer and 148% with UPWIND)

and linked to a decrease in the dust maxima (217% with Van Leer and 232% with UPWIND) to PPM. Far

from the sources, hourly surface concentration differences may be up to 30 mg m23 in Europe, highlighting

the high uncertainty of dust modeling for air quality use.

1. Introduction

The total amount of mineral dust emitted into the

atmosphere is estimated at between 1000 and 3000

Mt yr21, and half of it is produced in the Saharan region

(Ramaswamy et al. 2001). A portion of this total is

transported over large distances and deposited in the

Atlantic Ocean [170 Mt yr21; Prospero et al. (1996)], the

Mediterranean Sea (80–120 Mt yr21), and the European

continent (d’Almeida 1986). Because of these large-scale

transports, dust contributes to atmospheric pollution in

Europe’s large urbanized areas where it is added to

local anthropogenic pollutants. Model estimates of the

aerosol budget over Europe (Bessagnet et al. 2005;

Vautard et al. 2005) show that 30%–50% of the #10-mm

particulate matter (PM10) is not well predicted: mineral

dust may be part of the missing source.

To get a better estimation of the amount of dust de-

posited in Europe, it is necessary to reduce model errors

from the emission to the surface concentrations as much

as possible. Apart from the emissions and the deposition

(wet and dry), the horizontal transport remains a major

challenge for models and for atmospheric particle rep-

resentations. The horizontal transport depends on the

meteorological fields [wind speed, temperature, and

relative humidity; Hanna et al. (1998)] and on the nu-

merical schemes. Uncertainties in both of sources im-

pact the dust transport, and the aim of the current study

is to evaluate the uncertainty induced by the latter of

these: numerical advection schemes.

This is done by using a long-term simulation of

Saharan dust aerosols performed with the CHIMERE-

DUST chemistry transport model (Menut et al. 2007),

where three different advection schemes are implemented.

The differences between the modeled dust concentration

fields obtained for each scheme are analyzed in terms of

the surface of the plumes, the maximum concentration

peak within a plume, and the vertical distribution. Even

if none of the schemes is perfect, this intercomparison

exercise allows for the quantification of the model error

due to the numerical scheme.

2. Quantification of the numerical diffusion
due to different advection schemes

a. Impact of numerical diffusion on transport
accuracy

In his review, Rood (1987) reminded us that more

than 100 different transport algorithms exist, from the

simplest and fastest one (the UPWIND scheme) to the

complex and accurate third- or fourth-order schemes.

Reconciling between the numerical cost and accuracy,
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Rood (1987) recommended the use of volume schemes

(i.e., Lagrangian schemes). More recently, Hourdin and

Armengaud (1999) tested several advection schemes in

a general circulation model. They performed sensitivity

tests for several horizontal resolutions with a hierarchy

of finite-volume transport schemes: the UPWIND

scheme, the Prather scheme (Prather 1986), and the

Van Leer (1979) scheme. They concluded that the Van

Leer scheme is a good compromise for long-range

transport. Within the framework of regional transport, a

few studies rely on real experiments (i.e., the Tracer

Release Experiment, ETEX), which was designed to

follow a real tracer release across Europe, taking into

account vertical mixing and thermal parameters

(Brandt et al. 1998; Clappier 1998).

The above-mentioned studies focused on the trans-

port algorithm alone and did not take into account the

other processes driving a particle’s behavior in the at-

mosphere: for example, vertical mixing, dry and wet

deposition, and meteorological variables (mean wind

speed direction, humidity, and temperature) that mod-

ify the atmospheric flow structure. It is necessary to take

these processes into account for long-range transport

studies, as a spatial shift of the air mass can induce an

under- (or over-) estimatation of the surface pollution

peaks through scavenging or diluting processes. It is

thus important to evaluate the numerical diffusion ef-

fects on more realistic conditions; this is achieved with

the CHIMERE-DUST model by modeling the same

event with three different advection schemes.

b. The CHIMERE-DUST model

The CHIMERE-DUST transport model treats the

dynamics of mineral dust aerosols. It takes into account

the processes that drive the main phases of the dust

cycle: saltation (Marticorena and Bergametti 1995) and

sandblasting (Alfaro and Gomes 2001) for emissions

calculations, horizontal advection, and vertical transport.

The vertical transport includes advection by the vertical

wind component w (with the UPWIND scheme on the

vertical) and mixing due to turbulent processes. These

latter processes are represented by the turbulent mixing

diffusivity approach, Kz parameterization (Troen and

Mahrt 1986). Dry and wet deposition are treated as

described in Wesely (1989) and Loosmore and Cederwall

(2004). The horizontal resolution is 18 3 18 with 10

vertical levels (hourly, dependent of the pressure) from

the surface to 200 hPa. The calculation time step is

10 min and the results are stored every hour for analysis.

The model characteristics are explained in Menut et al.

(2007). In the following, the results are issued from a

long-term simulation performed from 20 May to 24 July

2006 and over the modeled domain as shown in Fig. 1

(258 , latitude , 1658 and 21008 , longitude , 1808).

Three advection schemes are implemented in

CHIMERE-DUST. They differ in their computations

of the flux at the cell interfaces, which are required to

evaluate the temporal variation of the concentration

field. The first-order UPWIND scheme (Courant et al.

1952) computes the incoming flux in the considered grid

cell with the value of the concentration of the cell in the

UPWIND direction (the donor cell). In the second-

order Van Leer (Van Leer 1979) and the third-order

PPM (Colella and Woodward 1984) schemes, the flux is

computed through a linear and a parabolical interpo-

lation, respectively, of the concentrations around the

value of the cell in the upwind direction. The slopes

used in the interpolations are limited by monotonicity-

preserving algorithms.

3. Quantification of dust concentrations differences

As all of the processes in the model are acting to-

gether, it is not possible to compare the three schemes

to a ‘‘theoretical’’ reference, that is, an analytical solu-

tion of the transport equation. Since, we know that the

PPM scheme is the most accurate (and theoretically the

less diffusive), it is considered to be the ‘‘reference’’

scheme for all scores in this paper. Of course, this

scheme is not as perfect as the exact solution of the

problem, but the goal of this work is to compare the dust

concentrations modeled with one scheme to another.

a. Horizontal characteristics

To quantify the differences, we first estimate the dust

load. This consists of vertically integrating the dust con-

centrations in the atmospheric column. Units are thus in

grams per meter squared. The results are displayed in

Fig. 1 and show that the differences have a large spread

over the horizontal domain. The differences may be

large negative value areas close to large positive values

areas.

The main differences are identified over the emission

regions. Other differences are quantified, showing that

atmospheric dust spread more widely in the low-order

advection schemes. The change in atmospheric burden

may have an impact on our sensitivity results. Figure 2

presents time series of atmospheric burdens (ABs) for

the three schemes used. The atmospheric burdens

mainly increase during the first 20 days of the simulation

(the dust load slightly increases in the simulation due

to the spinup period). During this period, the relative

difference between PPM and the two other schemes

remains less than 1%. For the rest of the period (from
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Julian day 160 to 210), the atmospheric burdens val-

ues are stabilized. The relative differences remain con-

stant with averaged values of [(ABPPM 2 ABVan Leer)/

(ABVan Leer 3 100)] ’ 1% and [(ABPPM 2 ABUPWIND)/

(ABUPWIND 3 100)] ’ 2.5%.

To illustrate the potential errors, the differences are

again integrated over the whole domain but after cal-

culating the differences model cell per model cell. With

this second approach, the error will be representative of

the atmospheric burden as well as the numerical diffu-

sion effects in the same time. Here, Edl is estimated by

computing the average absolute difference between the

upwind or Van Leer dust load (dl) values and PPM ones

as follows:

Edl 5

�
Nh

�
Nx

dladv � dlPPMj j
dlPPM

� �

NhNx
3 100, (1)

where Nh is the number of available data fields (here the

run hours), Nx is the number of horizontal cells (181 3

71), adv is the name of the scheme (upwind or Van

Leer), and dl represents the corresponding modeled

dust load. To avoid nonrepresentative values (division by

zero), only cells where dust loads are larger than 0.03 g m22

with PPM where taken into account in the calculation.

The results are a systematic overestimation of the dust

load: Ec 5 23% with UPWIND and Ec 5 9% with

Van Leer.

FIG. 1. (top) Dust load (g m22) with the PPM scheme for 14 Jul 2006. (middle) (Dust

Load)PPM 2 (Dust Load)PPM (g m22), and (bottom) (Dust Load)PPM 2 (Dust Load) Van Leer

(g m22).
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b. Dust plumes surfaces and peaks

The shape of the transport dust plumes depends on

the advection scheme used in the model. We defined the

dust plume surfaces and peaks (Fig. 3) to quantify the

differences between the schemes:

d The dust plume peak is defined as the largest PPM

concentration value encountered within the domain

(values smaller than 3 mg m23 are rejected).

d The dust plume surface contains the surface around

the peak where the dust load is higher than 40% of the

concentration peak value (TPPM, displayed in Fig. 3).

The UPWIND and Van Leer peak values are esti-

mated where the PPM peak was diagnosed. To esti-

mate the corresponding surface, the same methodol-

ogy is used except that the stopping criterion is to

reach the same total dust mass as the one estimated

with PPM. In this way, we are comparing the same

physical object, and differences on its extension are

only due to numerical diffusion.

The analysis is presented for the complete period and

for the dust plume surfaces in Fig. 4 (top). The results

clearly show that the error increases as the surface

plume increases. The differences between the UPWIND-

and PPM-estimated surface plumes are always larger

than that between Van Leer and PPM. Averaging over

the whole dataset, it appears that the plume surface

increase (compared to PPM) is 148% for UPWIND

and 125% for Van Leer. At the same time, the peak

value decreases as the surface plume increases (Fig. 4,

bottom): on average, the maxima decrease is 232% for

UPWIND and 217% for Van Leer.

c. Dust size distribution

As the residence times of the particles in the atmos-

phere may depend on their sizes, the largest errors are

expected for the finest particles. To check this hypoth-

esis, the dust particle population is split into three

classes as a function of the particle diameter: DDp1 5

(0.09 mm: 2.33 mm), DDp2 5 (2.33 mm: 6.75 mm), and

DDp3 5 (6.75 mm: 63.0 mm).

FIG. 2. Daily ABs for the simulations using the three schemes. (top) Time series for the

three integrated values, and (bottom) differences in percent between PPM and Van Leer

and between PPM and UPWIND.
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Table 1 summarizes the results obtained for each

particle class. The calculation principle remains the

same as in section 3b, but the threshold values are

adapted to account for the reduced mass due to the bins

being subdivided: the concentrations are considered to be

peaks only if the dust load values are larger than 1 g m22,

and dust loads are compared only for values larger than

0.01 g m22.

The result presented in Table 1 show that the errors

are homogeneously distributed in the different dust size

distribution classes. The only differences are observed

for large particle dust loads and plume surfaces: when

the dust load differences is 20%–21% for particle di-

ameters less than 6.75 mm, the differences reach 131%

for the others. For all of the criteria (surface, dust load,

and maximum value), the same tendency is observed:

errors are 2 times larger with UPWIND than with Van

Leer and for each dust size.

d. Dust vertical distribution

To quantify the impact of several schemes on the dust

vertical distribution, the concentrations are summed

over the entire horizontal domain but independently

level by level. The differences between each scheme are

relative to the transported dust size distribution. Being

different, these dust masses will be at several altitudes.

Due to possible differential advection, the air masses

thus could be transported in several places.

In Fig. 5, an example of the vertical profile is dis-

played for 10 June 2006 (all profiles were calculated and

the same vertical structure was found each time: the

presented profile is thus representative of the dust’s

behavior). The tendency is constant in time: a concen-

tration overestimation by the most diffusive schemes

(Van Leer and UPWIND) in the lowest layers and an

underestimation in the boundary layer and above.

Considering that the global mass is conserved in all

three schemes, this means that the most diffusive one

transports aerosols at lower altitudes.

FIG. 3. Principles of the difference evaluations between the three

transport schemes.

FIG. 4. Comparisons of (top) the dust plumes surfaces (m2): Van

Leer (squares) and UPWIND (crosses) vs PPM values. (bottom)

Modeled domain dust maxima (mg m23).
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The global effect of the horizontal numerical diffu-

sion feedback on the vertical transport can be quantified

using the same equation as in Eq. (1) but with an inte-

gration of the concentration level by level [in place of

the dust load, as in Eq. (1)]. Results showed an over-

estimation with Van Leer of 1% and with UPWIND of

3%, compared to the PPM results. These errors are one

order of magnitude lower than those for the horizontal

transport itself but have to be considered in the total

error.

To reinforce the results, it is interesting to see another

perspective, by representing the percentages of the

differences for the separate levels: Fig. 6 displays time

series of the minimum and maximum observed results

for each profile of differences (such as those presented

in Fig. 5) and for each day.

The maxima, negative and positive, are of the same

order of magnitude. This means that numerical diffu-

sion acts in the same way upward and downward, a

logical diagnostic when knowing the vertical turbulent

diffusion parameterization used.

The differences are 62% for PPM–Van Leer and

65% for PPM–UPWIND: these differences are im-

portant and show that the use of different transport

schemes may induce a non-negligible indirect impact on

the vertical distribution of dust. This may induce addi-

tional errors, for example a shift on dry deposition (more

of the aerosols are at ‘‘higher’’ altitudes and more of the

deposition occurs later due to settling effects), or modi-

fied diagnostics for scavenging (depending on the relative

positions of the dust layers compared to the precipi-

tating clouds).

e. Impact on remote sites

The long-range transport of dust concentrations is of

interest for air quality over Europe. The future rules for

TABLE 1. Relative errors (%) for values of the dust concentra-

tion maximum (cmax), plume surface (S), and dust load (cdl). The

bin-selected intervals are DDp1 5 [0.09 mm: 2.33 mm], DDp2 5

[2.33 mm: 6.75 mm], and DDp3 5 [6.75 mm: 63.0 mm].

Scheme DDp1 (%) DDp2 (%) DDp3 (%)

Dcmax/cmax UPWIND 235 234 235

Van Leer 218 218 219

DS/S UPWIND 148 145 156

Van Leer 126 126 125

Dcdl/cdl UPWIND 121 120 131

Van Leer 18 18 112

FIG. 5. Differences between dust concentrations horizontally integrated over the whole

domain (g km21 3 1028) for 10 Jun 2006.
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a better European air quality require splitting the par-

ticulate matter budget into its anthropogenic and nat-

ural parts. This means having forecasts of the dust

concentrations that are at the same level of accuracy as the

ones currently in use for PM2.5 and PM10 over Europe.

Aerosol optical thicknesses (AOTs) and surface

concentrations time series are presented in Fig. 7 for the

island of Lampedusa, Italy (central Mediterranean Sea);

Palaiseau, France; and Rome, Italy. The modeled AOTs

are roughly consistent with those from the Aerosol

Robotic Network (AERONET), but the different

schemes produce modeled AOTs that can differ by a

factor of 2. For surface concentrations, the differences

are less important than for AOT. This may be due to

several factors: (i) the dust size distribution evolution

during the transport (when more of the distribution is

composed of fine particles, more of the differences will

be large between the AOT and surface concentrations)

and (ii) the most important differences are at altitude

and not near the surface. When large peaks are mod-

eled, the surface concentration differences are ’20%

between PPM and UPWIND, and less than 10% be-

tween PPM and Van Leer. These percentages corre-

spond to surface concentration differences larger than

30 mg m23, which is an important error compared to the

usual particulate matter concentrations recorded over

Europe, ’5–10 mg m23 (Putaud et al. 200); Bessagnet

et al. 2005).

4. Conclusions

This study aims at quantify the impact of different

existing advection schemes (used in the CHIMERE-

DUST transport model) on modeled mineral dust con-

centration fields. For the same modeled domain

(northern Africa, northern Atlantic Ocean, and Europe)

and the same period, May–July 2006, mineral dust

concentrations were modeled using three different ad-

vection schemes: PPM, Van Leer, and UPWIND. PPM

is considered to be the most accurate and was used as

the reference in this model study. The goal of this paper

was not to define the best scheme but to evaluate the

spread induced by the use of different schemes. By

comparing dust concentrations obtained with UPWIND

and Van Leer to PPM, it was possible to quantify the

diffusion only due to the numerics for the long-range

transport of dust. This quantification is one step that

may help in evaluating more precisely the uncertainty

existing in dust transport modeling.

Due to the foreseeable effects of the schemes them-

selves, intense dust plumes were found to be less intense

and more spread out with the less accurate schemes

(UPWIND and Van Leer) than with PPM: averaged

over the whole period, the plume peak values were re-

duced by 217% (Van Leer) and 232% (UPWIND)

when, at the same time, the surface occupied by the

plume was increased by 125% (Van Leer) and 148%

(UPWIND).

To estimate if these differences may be attributable to

a certain part of the dust size distribution, the same score

calculations were rerun for the bin subclasses. It was

shown that the largest differences are for the biggest

particles. This impacts mainly the dust load, increasing

the differences between the schemes for this parameter.

When considering long-range transport particles, it is

expected that a change in the horizontal transport could

have an impact on the vertical dust distribution. Aver-

aged over the whole domain, but displayed level by

level, the differences showed that the more diffusive

schemes tend to keep the particulate matter closer the

surface, in the surface layer, while the reference scheme

shows its highest values as being around 2–4 km in al-

titude. For all profiles, the differences in PPM–Van

Leer and PPM–UPWIND showed extreme values of

62% and 65%, respectively. The origin of these dif-

ferences may be various: the different timing required

to reach the marine boundary layer, the impact of the

horizontal spread leading on the local meteorology,

etc. The net effect, however, is that, after a long-

range transport, an impact from this indirect effect on

the concentrations finally modeled at the surface is

expected.

Finally, and in order to estimate the impacts of ad-

vection schemes on remote areas, aerosol optical

thicknesses (AOTs) and surface concentrations time

series were presented for Lampedusa, Palaiseau, and

Rome. At the surface the largest differences between

models (up to 30 mg m23) remain too large for regional

air quality monitoring. Even as regional dust models

become more and more accurate, the state of the art of

FIG. 6. Time series of the maxima values of the differences

(negative and positive) between dust concentrations horizontally

integrated over the whole domain (%).
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this type of modeling will require significant improve-

ment to reach the accuracy required for the modeling of

air quality. The model errors found for long-range

transported dust concentrations are of the same order of

magnitude as the dust background concentrations usu-

ally recorded in Europe, for example.
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